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Abstract

An archive of land-based, surface-observed cloud reports has been updated and now spans 39
years from 1971 through 2009. Cloud-type information at weather stations is available in individual
reports or in long-term, seasonal, and monthly averages. A shift to a new data source and the
automation of cloud reporting in some countries has reduced the number of available stations; however
this dataset still represents most of the global land area.
Global average trends of cloud cover suggest a small decline in total cloud cover, on the order
of -0.4 % per Decade. Declining clouds in middle latitudes at high and middle levels appear
responsible for this trend. An analysis of zonal cloud cover changes suggests poleward shifts of the jet
streams in both hemispheres. The observed displacement agrees with other studies.
Changes seen in cloud types associated with the Indian monsoon are consistent with previous
work suggesting that increased pollution (black carbon) may be affecting monsoonal precipitation,
causing drought in North India. A similar analysis over northern China does not show an obvious
aerosol connection.
Past reports claiming a shift from stratiform to cumuliform cloud types over Russia were
apparently partially based on spurious data. A tradeoff of stratiform and cumuliform cloud cover is
still observed, but muted, over much of northern Eurasia.
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1. Introduction

Climate observations and models suggest that cloud properties have changed and will continue
to change in a warming climate. Changes are likely to be seen in cloud amount, height, thickness,
geographical distribution, and morphology. Widening tropical belts and warming polar regions may be
causing a poleward displacement of Earth's jet streams (Bengtsson et al., 2006; Yin, 2005) and cloudcover distributions are likely to change with a shift in the location of the mean storm track.
Greenhouse gases and aerosols, can act to alter the lapse rate in the troposphere by either absorbing or
scattering radiation (Bollasina et al., 2011; Ramanathan et al., 2005; Menon et al., 2002). Changes in
tropospheric stability will also affect cloud amount and type. These and other influences on clouds are
investigated here for the land areas of the Earth using an updated dataset of visual cloud observations.
Cloud climatologies can be derived from both surface (visual) and satellite observations, and
each has its advantages and drawbacks. Some advantages of the surface observations are a long period
of record and the ability to identify clouds by type; a disadvantage is in complete geographical
coverage of the globe.
The duration and consistency of surface-observed cloud-cover allows for the study of trends
provided the cloud observations have been subjected to thorough quality control procedures. However,
subtle shifts in observing procedure can induce spurious trends into the data record that show up in
analyses of ship reports (Bajuk & Leovy, 1998; Norris 1999; Eastman et al. 2011), and geo-political
changes can affect the continuity of the record.
In our previous work analyzing cloud cover over land (Warren et al. 2007) we set forth criteria
for the examination of surface observations for trends and interannual variations of cloud cover. That
work concluded that total cloud cover was declining slightly over the global land areas and hinted that
cumuliform clouds may be increasing at the expense of stratiform clouds at low and middle levels.
High cloud amount was also shown to be decreasing. Dim et al. (2011) compared two satellite datasets
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(AVHRR and ISCCP) and also found a decrease in cloud-cover over land, though the character of the
change was different in the satellite data – the observed decline was mainly caused by a decrease in low
cloud cover. The period of record of these two studies varied by ten years (the surface observations
being earlier) so exact agreement is not expected, but the attributions of the trends to either high or low
clouds are in conflict with each other. Trenberth and Fasullo (2009) examined numerous models from
the CMIP3 project; these models predict substantial cloud changes within 100 years. Changes
predicted by 2012 are very modest, with only slight increases predicted in middle and high clouds near
the poles and declines in low and middle clouds in the mid-latutides. The goal of this study is to use an
updated version of our surface-observed dataset to assess these trends and predictions and to explore
some examples of the interactions of cloud cover with a changing climate. This updated dataset was
already used in a limited-area study of changes in Arctic clouds in relation to sea ice (Eastman &
Warren 2010ab)

2. Data
a. General procedures

Data for this study come from trained human observers at weather stations worldwide. The
observations were all reported in the synoptic code of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO
1974). Reports have come from three different archives: The Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center
(FNOC, 1971-76), the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP, 1977-96), and the
Integrated Surface Dataset (ISD, Smith et al. 2011) at the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC, 19972009).
The number of available stations per year has decreased over time (Figure 1a). The stations
shown in this plot represent the subset of 5388 stations chosen by Warren et al. (2007) to form cloudcover averages; they were chosen because they had periods of record with cloud-type information.
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Especially prominent is a decrease in the mid-1990's, which coincides with the automation of weather
stations in the U.S. and Canada. Dai et al. (2006) showed that these automated cloud reports are not
compatible with their human observed predecessors. Also, small-scale compatibility issues between
the original EECRA and the ISD have caused some weather stations to be rejected, enhancing the
decline in 1997. Figure 1b shows the number of grid boxes that are occupied by available stations in
each year. These boxes are 'equal area' boxes measuring 10˚ of latitude and longitude from 50˚S to
50˚N, but beyond 50˚ latitude the longitude bounds increase towards the poles to keep the actual area
within the boxes approximately equal, as shown in the maps below. Figure 1b demonstrates that while
available stations have reduced in number, the global coverage of our dataset suffered proportionately
less.
The weather stations used in this study were selected as stations that consistently reported cloud
types at regular intervals over our period of record. Details concerning this screening are discussed in
Warren et al. (2007). Weather reports from these stations are filtered to ensure homogeneous cloud
data. Each cloud report is interpreted to provide inferred information about precipitating cloud types,
fog, and upper-level clouds. Our processed reports from these weather stations and from ships together
form the Extended Edited Cloud Reports Archive (EECRA, Hahn et al., 2009, updated 2012), which is
available online at the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center:
http://cdiac.ornl.gov/epubs/ndp/ndp026c/ndp026c.html.
Cloud amounts in the EECRA are stored in the WMO format as 'oktas' or eighths, which
represent the fraction of cloud coverage of the sky-hemisphere seen by the observer. Clouds are
reported at three levels: low, middle, and high; with nine possible cloud types at each level. A randomoverlap assumption is applied to middle and high clouds to infer the amount of cloud hidden behind
lower clouds. Middle and high clouds are not computed if they are obscured by lower cloud decks of
6/8's or greater cloud amount, because the random-overlap equation becomes inaccurate in those cases.
Further details are given by Warren et al. (2007).
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Reports are made at 3 or 6 hour intervals at UTC hours divisible by 3. Nighttime observations
are scrutinized to ensure adequate illumination, using a criterion established by Hahn et al. (1995). An
illuminance indicator in the record is given a value of 0 (not adequate light) if the available light does
not meet the criterion, which is equivalent to that of a half-moon at zenith. This calculation is based on
a combination of residual sunlight, lunar elevation, and lunar phase. Well-illuminated night
observations comprise roughly 30% of available observations. Due to the possible effects of diurnal
cloud cover changes and uneven day-night sampling, we have restricted our analysis in this paper to
daytime observations. These are defined as being taken between 06 and 18 local time. Warren et al.
(2007) showed that in most regions nighttime trends in cloud cover usually agreed with daytime trends.
EECRA reports were averaged at each of the 5388 chosen stations over monthly and seasonal
time spans for each year from 1971 through 2009. Long-term seasonal and monthly averages for the
span 1971 to 1996 were previously computed and archived by Hahn et al. (2003, updated 2012),
available at: http://cdiac.ornl.gov/epubs/ndp/ndp026d/ndp026d.html. Files containing average cloud
amount, cloud frequency, and amount-when-present are available. Average amounts were calculated by
multiplying the frequency of a cloud type by its amount-when-present over a specified duration. The
original 27 cloud types have been grouped into nine groups: five low (stratus, stratocumulus, fog,
cumulus, cumulonimbus, three middle (nimbostratus, altostratus, altocumulus), and one high cloud
(cirriform) type. Averages of total cloud cover and the frequency of clear sky are also available. This
grouping of types was necessary to ensure that cloud types were consistent between countries. Table 1
shows global average amounts of these nine cloud types over land (spanning 1971-2009) as well as
over the ocean (spanning 1954-2008). Average low-cloud base-heights are also shown, though they
were not updated over land past 1996. We did not compute average base heights for 1997-2009
because base-height reports in the ISD were inconsistent. Details concerning the averaging process are
contained in Warren et al. (1986) and Warren and Hahn (2002).
For a particular year at a station to enter the trend analysis, we require a minimum of 75
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daytime observations during each season, or 25 for each month analyzed. In Warren et al. (2007) we
computed trends for a station if it had at least 15 years of data, spanning at least 20 years; this
combination of criteria represented a compromise between geographical coverage and accuracy of
trends. In order for a trend to be calculated using this 14-year update we have changed our criteria to
require a span of 30 years of data with at least 25 individual years present. Global mean trends
represent an area-weighted and land-cover-weighted average of trends in all grid boxes, which are
averages of all station trends within each box. When producing regional time series instead of trends
(continent-wide or smaller) we have relaxed our required number of years per station to 20 and our
minimum number of observations to 50. Yearly values for these time series are produced from yearly
station anomalies, averaged within grid-boxes, which are subsequently area-weighted and land-coverweighted and averaged over the entire region. These averaging techniques are necessary to avoid any
bias associated with the uneven distribution of weather stations.

b. Identification or erroneous reports in Russia
In preparation of our databases over the last 30 years, we have examined data in numerous ways
to identify stations making erroneous cloud reports that could bias our averages; these stations are
identified and their errors discussed in Warren et al. (1986) and Hahn et al. (2003). Our update of the
land-station databases to 2009 uncovered some more problems requiring us to reject a few stations
from the analyses. By far the most significant problem affected 180 stations in Russia, so we discuss
their characteristics in detail here as an example of how spurious data can be identified.
Previous studies (Khlebnikova & Sall, 2009; Sun & Groisman, 2000) of cloud changes in the
former Soviet Union have shown a decline in stratiform cloud cover accompanied by an increase in
cumuliform cloud cover, particularly in Russia. Those studies were based on cloud data reported in a
nation-specified code, not in the synoptic code, but those stations also sent simultaneous reports in the
synoptic code to the WMO, which we have analyzed. We have investigated the reported stratiform7

cumuliform tradeoff to identify which of the nine low cloud types are responsible.
Area-weighted cloud-cover anomaly time series were computed for a region in inland Eurasia
bounded by the latitude extremities of the Russian Federation (between 40˚ and 80˚N, 20˚ and 180˚ E).
Time series were initially produced for all cloud types. A trade-off was shown between stratiform and
cumuliform clouds, specifically between the precipitating forms of these clouds (Cb and Ns). Figure 2
shows these time series for northern winter (DJF), indicating a steady increase in Cb and a decrease in
Ns.
When these time series were examined more closely and contributing stations were analyzed, a
disturbing tendency was observed at some stations. Specifically, there appears to be a step-like tradeoff between Cb and Ns at some stations that looks like an artifact. This is shown in Figure 3a and 3b
where time series of cloud cover from a single station are plotted. Figure 3a and 3b show that there is
an enormous jump in Cb coinciding with a large, though less substantial, decline in Ns. This pattern
was seen at a number of stations (on the order of 15-20%) in Russia, with the jumps occurring at
different years in different stations, resulting in the more gradual trends in the regional averages shown
if Figure 2. . There was no obvious change in the numbers of observations during the observed jump.
The observed jump in Cb was tested in two ways to see if it was physical or spurious: The first
test is shown in the lower two panels of Figure 3, which plot Cu and high clouds at the same station.
We expect that if there was a true substantial change from stratiform to convective precipitation, other
cloud types would likely show large changes. So, both Cu and high clouds should increase along with
Cb. This is not observed in Figure 3, where high clouds continue a steady decline and Cu clouds
remain scarce. A second test compared time series at two nearby stations in Figure 4, one showing a
dramatic increase in Cb over 15 years and a corresponding drop in Ns, the other station showing a
steady amount of these types. From the figure, it is apparent that prior to the 1990's both stations are
observing similar cloud-cover and their interannual variations are coherent. After 1992 station 27906
shows a remarkable increase in Cb while station 27928 shows a steady or perhaps even lower amount.
8

This peculiar pattern of contrast between neighboring stations turned out to be widespread in Russia.
The dramatic rise in Cb occurs in different years at different stations. The earliest steps were
seen around 1984 and the latest were observed around 2002. Some steps also take a few years to
happen, while others take place over just one year. This has made detection difficult since any areaweighted time series for the entire region would not show an obvious jump in cloud amount.
A procedure was designed to find and eliminate problem stations in this region using a steptesting program. Cb time series at each station were plotted and fit with a 5-year running mean. A step
was diagnosed where the running mean fit reached its maximum slope. To test whether the step was
significant, the mean and standard deviation were calculated before and after the step. If the means
before and after the step did not overlap (within their standard deviations), the step was assumed to be
significant and the station was flagged. Averages calculated at flagged stations were then removed
(given the missing code) from our calculated averages in our updated land climatology for the entire
span 1971-2009. This meant a reduction of about 180 stations, which is 15-20% of the number of
Russian stations.
We have not identified the cause for the spurious changes in cloud types shown here. It is most
likely the result of an undocumented change in observing procedure or training at some stations. The
rejected stations do not cluster into an obvious geographic pattern. An examination of the originally
reported low cloud values (CL) showed that there was a small shift to more reported CL = 3 and 9 (Cb),
versus CL = 4, 5, and 6 (stratiform clouds); which shows a conscious effort to report cumuliform
cloudiness, specifically Cb. The present weather code (WW) showed a subtle change between two
types of precipitation reported at affected stations. It appears that precipitation initially classified as
'slight and steady' (ww=71) was reclassified as 'slight and showery' (ww=85).
After these stations were removed from the climatology, the magnitudes of the increase in Cb
and the decrease in Ns over Russia were substantially reduced, though not eliminated. The residual
trends could either mean that there are some affected Russian stations with steps that are erroneous, but
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that were too small to be rejected by our criterion, or that a real tradeoff is also present. We will
investigate this further in the next section, looking at Eurasia beyond the boundaries of Russia. The
findings of this portion of our study indicate that the observed changes in cloud-type over Russia may
be unreliable and that corroboration from other climatic variables is needed before an actual trade-off
between stratiform and convective precipitation can be concluded.

3. Global Distribution of Trends

Shown separately in Figure 5 are plots of total cloud cover anomalies over global land and
ocean area. A similar plot was shown in Eastman et al (2011) in which the land data terminated at
1996. Long-term variation in the ocean time series was determined to be suspicious, though a direct
cause is still unknown. These time series are based on anomalies for individual grid-boxes weighted by
land/ocean cover and total box area. Further discussion of the methods behind these plots is given in
our prior publications. The slight increase in oceanic cloud cover (which may not be real) shown in
frame b is offset by a small decrease in cloud cover over land up to the year 2000, but thereafter the
ocean trend reverses. This figure agrees qualitatively with the results of Wylie et al. (2005), who also
found little trend in global cloud cover. Though the global time series shows little in total cloud cover
change, a closer look at cloud types and 10˚ latitude zones does reveal evidence of changes.
Figure 6 shows yearly average trends in total cloud cover, stratiform clouds (St, Sc, fog), and
cumuliform clouds (Cu, Cb) for individual grid boxes. Trends are calculated using the median of
pairwise slopes method (Lanzante, 1996). These maps are based on data with the aforementioned
suspicious Russian stations removed (they are removed for all subsequent analyses in this work,
including Figure 5). Numbers shown are the average value for all station trends within a grid box in
units of 0.1 percent per decade, or percent per century. A station trend is used only if its slope exceeds
its standard deviation or the standard deviation is less than 2 percent per decade. In order for a station's
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trend to be included, the record must span at least 30 years and contain a minimum of 25 data-years per
season. The annual average trend is the mean of the (up to 4) seasonal trends. A full set of these trend
maps for all cloud types and all seasons is available on our website:
www.atmos.washington.edu/CloudMap/LandTrends.html
Trend values are generally small; most values are around or less than 2 percent per decade.
Positive and negative trends occur in cohesive regions that range across international boundaries. Total
cloud cover appears to be decreasing over much of the land area except in the Arctic, central northern
Africa, and from Indonesia extending into the Pacific islands. South America and Australia show
continent-wide decreases in total cloud cover. North America is not well represented due to the shift
away from man-made observations in the US and Canada.
Even after removal of the suspicious stations in Russia, there appears to be a large-scale tradeoff between cumuliform and stratiform clouds over Eurasia. This trade-off spans much of the land
mass across many countries, but may be reversed in south and southeast Asia, including India and
southern China. A possible aerosol mechanism may be responsible for this reversal, which is
investigated below.
Global average trends are calculated for each plot in Figure 6. These are calculated using every
available grid box, which are area-weighted both by grid-box size and land area. The global averages
indicate a decline in total cloud cover over land with a tendency for cumuliform clouds to replace
stratiform. Table 2 shows global average trends broken down by season and type. The annual average
trends are not the arithmetic mean of the global seasonal trends. Instead they are based on the annual
average maps, which may not represent every season in every grid box. Table 2 is an update of Table 3
from Warren et al (2007). This updated version agrees qualitatively with its older counterpart. The
only difference is a reduced magnitude for most trends in the update. This is a likely consequence of
the longer time series. Both tables show the tendency for cumuliform to replace stratiform low clouds,
and they both attribute the global reduction in cloud cover mostly to middle and high clouds.
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Along the right side of the plots in Figure 6 are zonal average cloud trends also in units of 0.1
percent per decade. Zonal averages are weighted by the percent of land cover in each box. Figure 7
shows plots of zonal average trends for total cloud cover, and for low, middle and high clouds. Zones
containing less than 3% land-area (50˚-60˚ S, 80˚-90˚ N) are not included in the plot. Plots in Figure 7
show small positive or negative trends on the order of 1-2 percent per decade except in poorly sampled
regions in Antarctica. These plots can be compared with those of Dim et al (2011) and with predictions
of Trenberth and Fasullo (2009). Dim et al (2011, abbreviated D11) compares satellite data from the
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), corrected for orbital drift, and data from the
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP), both between 1983 and 2006. Trenberth
and Fasullo (2009, abbreviated TF09) showed predicted cloud cover changes from the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP3), which compares numerous climate models forced by increasing
greenhouse gases from 1970 through year 2100. Both studies show cloud cover trends broken down
by latitude and cloud height. Since plots shown in this paper are based solely on land data, exact
matching is not expected. A qualitative comparison of these studies is described in Table 3.
In polar regions TF09 predict an increase in cloud cover led primarily by middle and high cloud
types. Figure 7 shows an increase in clouds at all heights in the Arctic and an increase in low clouds in
the Antarctic, with near-zero trends of Antarctic middle and high clouds. In D11, Arctic total-cloudcover trends from satellite data are in opposition, with ISCCP showing an increase led by middle and
high clouds, while AVHRR data shows a decrease led by middle and low clouds. Both satellite data
sets show a decline in the Antarctic, but ISCCP attributes it to low and high clouds, while AVHRR
attributes the decline to middle clouds. Eastman and Warren (2010b) has shown that satellite cloud
cover trends over the polar regions can suffer due to issues with cloud detection and possibly orbital
drift, while surface observations are lacking in number. This lack of consensus in trends near the poles
along with the magnitude of predicted changes highlights the need for further study in these regions.
In middle latitudes (30˚-60˚), TF09 predict a decline in total cloud cover, caused by middle and
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low clouds. Figure 7 also shows a decline in these regions, but led by declines in middle and high
clouds. In Figure 7 the low clouds appear to be transitioning from positive trends near the poles to
declines closer to the equator. ISCCP trends in D11 show a cloud cover decline in middle latitudes, but
attribute the decline exclusively to low clouds, with middle and high clouds increasing. The AVHRR
data shows increasing clouds in southern middle latitudes led by high and middle clouds and no trend
in northern middle latitudes where increasing high clouds are offsetting decreasing low clouds. In
these regions surface observations come closest to agreeing with predicted changes, but significant
differences still exist between datasets.
In tropical regions TF09 predict declining total cloud cover with no change directly on the
equator. Projected declines of middle and high clouds are responsible for this decrease. Figure 7
shows decreasing cloud cover on either side of a lone increasing band centered on 15 degrees N. The
land in this zone is mostly in Africa. Middle and high clouds are responsible for this small positive
trend, though the increase is farther south for middle clouds. Figure 7 shows low clouds declining in
the tropics of both hemispheres. D11 shows disagreement in the satellite datasets, with ISCCP showing
a decrease led by low clouds, while the AVHRR shows a small increase led by high clouds.
Overall, trends in total cloud cover in Figure 7 show some similarity to those predicted by
TF09, with the strongest declines of total cloud cover in middle latitudes and a return to positive or
near-neutral trends near the equator and the poles. Comparison with satellite data and at individual
levels shows significant spread, however. Some disagreement should be expected given the differing
spans and regions sampled, but the extensive qualitative disagreement indicates a lack of consensus on
observed cloud changes. Zonal trends in total cloud cover from surface observations over the ocean
show a pattern of decline in middle latitudes with very small increases in the tropics and over the Arctic
Ocean. We do not include these ocean trends in this analysis since numerous studies (Eastman &
Warren, 2011; Bajuk & Leovy 1998; Norris 1999) showed that large-scale trends in surface-observed
oceanic cloud cover may be spurious.
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Figure 8 is an update of Figure 6 from Warren et al. (2007) showing time series of total cloud
cover over all continents except Antarctica, which lacks adequate spatial sampling to produce a reliable
time series. The North American time series is shown in black prior to 1996 and in red thereafter. This
transition marks the time when nearly all weather stations over the U.S. and Canada switched to
automated cloud observations, thus dropping out of our analysis. The updated portion of the North
American time series shows larger interannual variation due to the smaller area sampled, and a
declining trend in cloud cover. Time series over the other continents show a continuation of the
declining trends shown in the prior paper with little change in interannual variation. South America
continues to show the strongest cloud cover reduction, continuing to decline after 1996.
The declining trend in total cloud cover appears wide-spread over land, encompassing all
continents. Middle latitudes are showing the strongest decreases, and the changes are due to decreases
in middle and high clouds, while low clouds display a subtle trade-off from stratiform to cumuliform
clouds. Surface observations over the ocean were also analyzed for trends, but they are not shown due
to possible artifacts altering large-scale trends. Using our method of removing these artifacts (detailed
in Eastman et al. (2011)) the ocean data also suggested declining cloud cover in middle latitudes with
positive to near-zero trends in the tropics and over the Arctic. The declines in total cloud cover seen at
middle latitudes and the increases in the Arctic agree with recent predictions by global climate models
given greenhouse warming. In the next section, we will show that these trends may be due to a
poleward expansion of the Hadley cell and a subsequent northward shift in mid-latitude jet streams.

4. Poleward Displacement of Jet Streams

A number of studies have shown a widening of the subtropical belt (Seidel et. al. 2008) and an
accompanying poleward shift in the subtropical jet streams (Archer & Caldeira 2008, Fu & Lin 2011).
Here, we use an analysis of the “center of mass” of a 2-d plot of cloud cover in latitude bands
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associated with these regions to see if any significant shifts have occurred since 1971.
Stations selected for this analysis were required to have data for at least 36 of the possible 39
years. A single season of a single year is used if the station has at least 50 observations. Due to the
unfortunate transition from human cloud observations to automated systems, this analysis cannot
include North America. However, a separate analysis, which includes North American stations through
1994, will be shown below. To avoid biases associated with the uneven distribution of stations, station
averages are first averaged within 5˚ equal-area grid boxes. We use the 5˚ grid rather than the 10˚ grid
to improve the resolution of our plots. Box averages are then land-area weighted for computation of
zonal averages.
Latitude bands representing the mid-latitude westerlies and the tropical regions for all cloud
types are chosen using the distribution of total cloud cover versus latitude. As detailed in Figure 9, 'Jet'
regions are identified as the latitude bands poleward of the subtropical desert regions. Dry zones are
shown as the latitude bands between the tropical cloud-maximum and the cloud maximum associated
with the jet streams. Latitude bands are determined independently for each season based upon that
season's distribution. Archer and Caldeira (2008) have shown the existence of multiple jet streams in
the southern hemisphere. However, the coarse nature of our data prohibits us from effectively studying
multiple jet streams in each hemisphere, so in the mid-latitudes all clouds associated with the jet
streams are lumped into one band.
Our center-of-mass analysis finds the area under a curve using the trapezoidal numerical
integration method. The latitude resolution of the cloud-amount-versus-latitude plot is enhanced using
linear interpolation between points. The center of mass for each region is then determined using an
iterative routine that slices the distribution repeatedly until half of the total 'mass' lies on one side of a
point along the latitude-axis. The “center of mass” for dry zones uses the area above the curve whereas
the area below the curve is used for cloudy regions. An example is shown if Figure 9, which shows the
long-term mean total-cloud-cover in DJF. The centers of mass are shown as dashed lines.
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To create the time series for each band shown in Figure 10, seasonal plots of cloud cover versus
latitude were analyzed for each year in the manner shown in Figure 9. The yearly anomaly of the
center of mass for each band was calculated as the average of each season's deviation from its longterm seasonal-mean center of mass. Figure 10 shows this yearly anomaly along with a best-fit line,
determined using robust multilinear regression. Best-fit lines are shown in black (or red) if they are
95% significant. Non-significant fits are shown in gray.
The time series in Figure 10 show significant poleward shifts in total cloud cover associated
with the northern and southern hemisphere jet streams. The dry zones also shift poleward, but not
significantly. In the tropics there is a relatively strong northward shift of cloud cover. Numerical
values for the linear fits for other cloud types in these bands are shown in Table 4 . Changes seen in
total cloud cover in jet regions and the tropics are supported by observed changes in cloud types.
Specifically, precipitating clouds as well as low clouds are moving significantly poleward in both jet
regions and to the north in the tropics. Cumuliform clouds are showing particularly strong, and
somewhat alarming northward trends in all three regions. This necessitates future investigation. In the
top frame of Figure 10 a second plot is shown for a set of stations including North America. Though
the poleward shift has a lower magnitude, a significant northward trend is still observed. Dry-zone
changes look variable and inconsistent between types.
Jet-stream shifts may also be related to ENSO. Seager et. al. (2005) say that “During El Nino
events the jets strengthen in each hemisphere and shift equatorward”. In Table 5, the seasonal time
series used to produce Figure 10 are correlated with an ENSO index (Meyers et al. 1999). Latitudinal
anomalies are kept in units of north-south deviation, so a deviation to the north is positive in both
hemispheres. We remove long-term variation from each time series using a 5-year running-mean so
only year-to-year variations are compared , unaffected by trends. We do see a consistent pattern
supporting the conclusion that positive ENSO events are associated with an equatorward shift in both
the northern and southern hemisphere jet streams. Associated dry zones also show a strong tendency to
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shift toward the equator during positive ENSO events. Also during positive ENSO, clouds in the
tropics show a tendency, though not statistically significant, to shift south during DJF and MAM and
north during JJA and SON.
This section supports previous conclusions concerning the behavior of the jet streams and the
recent trends in the migration of the jet streams. For the jet stream regions, our poleward trend values
are within the bounds shown by Fu and Lin (2011), although our values are larger in magnitude than
those shown by Archer and Caldeira (2008). A northward shift of the tropical cloud cover distribution
is also seen, which was not predicted; it deserves further investigation.

5. Clouds and Aerosols in India and China

Droughts have recently been observed in Northeast China as well as in Northern India. The
boundary-layer atmosphere in these heavily populated regions had high aerosol content, which in many
regions has been increasing. Increased atmospheric aerosols may contribute to patterns of drought
through multiple mechanisms (Bollasina et al. 2011, Ramanathan et al. 2005). Pollution with a large
amount of black carbon can absorb sunlight in the troposphere while reducing sunlight received at the
surface. This has the effect of stabilizing the atmosphere and hindering convection. Also, more
numerous cloud-condensation nuclei can increase cloud droplet concentrations while reducing droplet
size. This reduces precipitation and prolongs the life of clouds. These aerosol effects are likely to
produce noticeable changes in cloud-type, specifically a decline in cumuliform cloud types
accompanying a rise in stratiform clouds. Precipitating clouds, especially cumulonimbus, should
decrease with increasing aerosol concentration.
Precipitation in south and Southeast Asia is strongly linked to the summer monsoon. Warming
of the land mass relative to the ocean drives a large-scale overturning of the atmosphere, with rising
motion and significant precipitation over land areas. Figure 11 shows the Indian Summer Monsoon
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index (ISM, Wang & Fan, 1999; Wang et al., 2001) correlated with total cloud cover during JJA. Aside
from the expected positive correlation between the ISM and cloud cover over India, this map also
shows the extent to which the ISM is related to variability in cloud cover over the globe. The ISM
index correlates significantly with clouds in areas as far away as western North America and southern
South America. Given this complex, wide-ranging effect, it is likely that changes in the Asian
monsoon can affect climate on a global scale.
A map of trends in precipitating clouds during JJA (not shown) does not mesh well with the dot
plot in Figure 11. Regions of positive and negative trends do not coincide with areas of positive and
negative correlation. Also, the monsoon index does not show a pronounced trend from 1971 through
2009. Therefore it is unlikely that a wholesale trend in the monsoon index is to blame for the drought
in northern India. This leaves the possibility of other localized effects, such as atmospheric aerosols.
We split India into two regions for this study. A northern section has the same boundaries as that
studied in Bollasina et al. (2011), bounded by 20˚-28˚ N and 76˚-87˚ E. A southern section contains all
stations in India south of 20˚ N. These regions were chosen to contrast the polluted north with the
relatively cleaner south.
Figures 12 and 13 show the monthly linear trend of cloud-cover for total, precipitating,
cumuliform, stratiform, Cumulonimbus (Cb), and Nimbostratus (Ns) cloud cover for northern and
southern India. In Figure 12 (northern India) the predicted cloud response to increasing aerosols is
mostly observed.. Between July and October there is a decreasing trend in precipitating clouds,
especially Cb. Also during that time there is an observed decline in cumuliform clouds. Stratiform
clouds are seen to be increasing throughout the year. Shown in Figure 13, stratiform clouds in the
south are also increasing at the expense of cumuliform, however precipitating clouds are seen to be
increasing during the rainy season. Cb amounts appear nearly steady while Ns is shown to be mostly
responsible for the increase. These plots suggest that the switch from cumuliform to stratiform cloud
cover is actually occurring over both north and south India, while the predicted precipitation decline is
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mostly happening in the north.
In northeastern China precipitation trends have been shown to be negative (Gemmer et al.,
2004; Zhao et al., 2010) and cloud cover has been decreasing (Endo & Yasunari, 2006; Xia, 2012;
Warren et al., 2007; Kaiser, 1999). Xia (2012) showed that the frequency of clear skies has been
increasing, and by comparing cloud records in 'clean' regions to those in more polluted regions, Xia
(2012) showed that this increase is not due to thin clouds being obscured by aerosols as suggested by
Warren et al. (2007). Upon examination, cloud changes in this region are not consistent with changes
caused by an increase in aerosols. Precipitating cloud amount is declining slightly throughout the year,
but low cumuliform and low stratiform clouds are declining. Cb is increasing during summer while Ns
is decreasing year-round. This is consistent with Lei et al. (2011) and Feng et al. (2011) who see and
predict, respectively, an increase in precipitation intensity, but a decline in the number of rainy days. In
southern China, Endo and Yasunari (2006) have shown a decline in the frequency of Cb, while amountwhen-present has been rising, suggesting an increase in the intensity of precipitation. Southeast China
has not been experiencing a drought, though there are cloud changes which may be related to aerosols.
During summer cumuliform clouds are decreasing while stratiform clouds are increasing, a possible
result of increased aerosols.

Discussion and Conclusions

The update in this dataset offers few surprises. Many of the changes seen in Warren et al.
(2007) are still taking place now, though the magnitudes of the changes are smaller over the longer time
span. Over land, the global total cloud cover record shows a decline during the 1970's and 80's
followed by a steady cloud amount through 2009 with interannual variation on the order of ± 1 percent.
The observed decline is due to decreasing clouds at middle and high levels. Middle latitudes are
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responsible for much of the decline in total cloud cover, which roughly agrees with climate model
predictions. Agreement is less apparent when different levels are analyzed, and satellite-based datasets
do not show agreement with surface observations, predictions, or each other. The decline in midlatitude clouds is consistent with the observed expansion of the tropics and the poleward migration of
the jet streams.
A previously reported trade-off from stratiform to cumuliform cloud cover over Russia was
partly spurious, based on data from bad weather stations. Though a cause for the unrealistic step-like
behavior between stratiform and cumuliform clouds is not known, the magnitude of the jump and lack
of corroboration casts doubt on the integrity of these observations. However, even after removal of the
questionable stations there is evidence of a tendency for cumulus cloud to increase at the expense of
stratiform. This behavior spans much of Eurasia across numerous international boundaries, lending
some credibility to its physical existence.
Aerosols may be affecting cloud cover and precipitation associated with the Indian monsoon.
Cloud changes in northern India during the monsoon (increasing stratiform, decreasing cumuliform)
are consistent with those expected given greater black carbon in the troposphere. Over northeastern
China the cloud changes do not appear to be directly related to aerosols.
Cloud cover will continue to evolve in a changing climate while surface reports of visual
observations may continue to decline in number. This study has shown that changes in cloud type at
multiple levels may be more substantial and have a greater overall impact than changes in total cloud
cover. With the continued automation of cloud observation it will be important to either preserve
systems that can accurately see cloud type and height or to develop new forms of detection that take
these important cloud properties into account.
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Table 1. Global average amounts of cloud types and average cloud base heights over land and ocean
from surface observations. This is an update of Table 2 from Warren et al. (2007). For amounts: Land
values are for the period 1971-2009, ocean values are for 1954-2008. For base heights: Land values
are for 1971-1996, ocean for 1954-1997.

Annual average amount (%)
Cloud type
Fog
Stratus (Sc)
Stratocumulus (Sc)
Cumulus (Cu)
Cumulonimbus (Cb)
Nimbostratus (Ns)
Altostratus (As)
Altocumulus (Ac)
High (cirriform)
Total cloud cover
Clear sky (frequency)

Land
1
5
12
5
5
4
4
17
22
54
20

Base height (meters above surface)

Ocean
1
13
22
13
6
5
6
18
12
68
3

Land
0
500
1000
1100
1000
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Ocean
0
400
600
600
500

Table 2. Global trends for all cloud types for each season and the annual average. Trends are calculated
using the same method as in Figure 6.
All units % / Century
Fog
Stratus (St)
Stratocumulus (Sc)
Cumulus (Cu)
Cumulonimbus (Cb)
Nimbostratus (Ns)
Altostratus (As)
Altocumulus (Ac)
High (cirriform)
Total cloud cover
Clear sky (frequency)

DJF
-0
-3
2
1
1
-1
-2
1
-1
-3
1

MAM
-0
-3
2
0
0
-2
-2
1
-7
-7
4
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JJA
-1
-3
2
1
0
-2
-1
0
-2
-4
0

SON
-0
-4
2
2
0
-2
-2
3
-3
-4
2

ANNUAL
-0
-3
2
1
0
-2
-2
1
-2
-4
2

Table 3. A qualitative comparison of Trenberth & Fasullo (2009), Dim et al. (2011), and the updated
surface observations in this study. Each region is defined in the left column. A total cloud cover trend
is described for each region and data set, followed by the level most responsible for the trend. A
quantitative comparison is not made due to differing time-spans and regions. Surface observations
over the ocean show spurious variation that makes trend analysis unreliable.

Study →
↓ Region
North, Polar
North of 60˚N

Trenberth & Fasullo (2009)
1970 – 2100, land & ocean

Dim et al. (2011)
1983 – 2006, land & ocean

Updated Surface Observations
1971 – 2009, land only

Trend - Increasing
Trend – ISCCP Increasing
Trend – Increasing
Contributors – Middle and high Contributors – middle clouds
Contributors – All levels
Trend – AVHRR: Decreasing
Contributors – middle & low clouds

North, Mid-Latitude Trend – Decreasing
Trend – ISCCP: Decreasing
Between 30˚ & 60˚N Contributors – Middle and low Contributors – Low
Trend – AVHRR: No trend
Contributors – Offsetting: high
increasing, low decreasing

Trend – Decreasing
Contributors – Middle and high

Tropical
Between 30˚N & S

Trend - Decreasing, except at
15˚N
Contributors – Low, with mostly
decreasing middle, except
10˚N – 10˚S, and decreasing
high except 10˚ - 20˚N
Trend – Decreasing
Contributors – Middle and high

Trend - Decreasing, except
Trend – ISCCP: Decreasing
at the equator
Contributors – Low
Contributors – Middle and high Trend – AVHRR: Increasing
Contributors – High

South, Mid-Latitude Trend – Decreasing
Trend – ISCCP: Decreasing
Between 30˚ & 60˚S Contributors – Middle and low Contributors – Low
Trend – AVHRR: Increasing
Contributors – High & middle
South, Polar
South of 60˚S

Trend – Increasing
Trend – ISCCP: Decreasing
Contributors – Middle and high Contributors – Low & high
Trend – AVHRR: Decreasing
Contributors – Middle
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Trend – Small Decrease
Contributors – decreasing middle
and high, small increase in low

Table 4. Northward trends of the yearly averaged 'center of mass' of the cloud cover distribution in each
region for total cloud cover and selected cloud types. Trends are the slope of the best-fit line (as
calculated for Figure 10). Units are degrees latitude per decade. Trends significant within 95%
confidence bounds are shown in bold.

Trends of 'Center of Mass' Anomalies over Land
(Degrees Latitude per Decade)
Total Cloud
Cover
Northern Jet
Northern Dry Zone
Tropics
Southern Dry Zone
Southern Jet

0.20
0.03
0.21
-0.12
-0.23

Precipitating
Cloud

Low
Cloud

0.18
-0.04
0.37
-0.03
-0.40

0.32
-0.06
0.26
0.25
-0.97

Cumuliform
Cloud

Stratiform
Cloud

0.78
-0.12
0.25
0.00
0.87

Middle
Cloud

High
Cloud

0.26
0.05
0.28
0.22
-0.90

0.61
-0.07
0.05
-0.37
-0.20

0.06
-0.06
0.16
-0.02
-0.38

Stratiform
Cloud
28.86
5.55
31.08
24.42
-99.9

Middle
Cloud
67.71
-7.77
5.55
-41.07
-22.2

High
Cloud
6.66
-6.66
17.76
-2.22
-42.18

Trends of 'Center of Mass' Anomalies over Land
(Kilometers per Decade)

Northern Jet
Northern Dry Zone (Inverted)
Tropics
Southern Dry Zone (Inverted
Southern Jet

Total Cloud Precipitating
Cover
Cloud
22.2
19.98
3.33
-4.44
23.31
41.07
-13.32
-3.33
-25.53
-44.4

Low
Cumuliform
Cloud
Cloud
35.52
86.58
-6.66
-13.32
28.86
27.75
27.75
0
-107.67
96.57
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Table 5. Seasonal time series from Figure 10 correlated with a seasonal ENSO index (Meyers et al.
1999). Latitudinal anomalies are kept in units of north-south deviation, so a deviation to the north is
positive in both hemispheres. We remove long-term variation from each time series using a 5-year
running mean so only year-to-year variations are compared. Correlations are shown in bold if
significant at the 95% level.

Correlations between 'Center of Mass' Variations for Total Cloud Cover and ENSO

Northern Jet
Northern Dry (Inverted)
Tropics
Southern Dry (Inverted)
Southern Jet

DJF

MAM

JJA

SON

Yearly

-0.37
-0.75
-0.24
0.32
0.34

-0.18
-0.65
-0.18
0.34
0.33

-0.40
-0.30
0.20
0.50
0.23

-0.39
0.01
0.27
0.44
0.52

-0.29
-0.48
0.07
0.56
0.36
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Figure 1. a) the number of weather stations with at least 20 observations during July of each year, and
b) the number of 10˚ equal-area grid boxes represented by the stations present in part a.
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Figure 2. Cloud cover anomaly time series over Russia and surrounding areas, specifically between
40˚-80˚N, and 20˚-180˚ E. Anomalies are calculated for individual stations, then averaged within 10˚
equal-area grid boxes, box values are averaged over the entire area, weighted by box size and land
fraction in each box.
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Figure 3. Time series of a) Cumulonimbus, b) Nimbostratus, c) High cloud, and d) Cumulus cloud
amounts at Russian station 29827 (53.27˚N, 80.77˚E).
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Figure 4. Time series of a) Cumulonimbus and b) Nimbostratus at neighboring Russian stations 27906
(gray, 53.00˚N, 36.03˚E) and 27928 (black, 52.63˚N, 38.52˚E).
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Figure 5. Global time series of total cloud cover anomalies over land and ocean areas. This is an
update of Figure 8 in Eastman et al. (2011). Both time series are based upon averages of anomalies in
individual 10˚ grid boxes weighted by land/ocean area and relative box size. Grid-box average
anomalies over land are based on the average of yearly anomalies at each station within the box.
Anomalies are defined as the deviation from the long-term mean at a station (land) or a grid box
(ocean). No attempt has been made to remove variation from either time series. Due to changing
criteria and the rejection of some weather stations, the plot of land anomalies will not exactly match it's
previous version in Eastman et al. (2011).
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Figure 6. Annual average trends for a) total cloud cover, b) low stratiform cloud cover (Sc, St, fog), and
c) cumuliform cloud cover (Cu, Cb) for the span 1971-2009. Trends are shown for all represented 10˚
equal-area grid boxes in units of 0.1 percent per decade. Grid box averages are based upon the average
of all station trends within each box. Zonal averages are shown on the right and represent the mean of
all grid boxes in that zone weighted by percent land cover. Global means are shown in percent per
decade and represent the mean of all grid boxes weighted by relative area and land fraction. Positive
trends are shown bold and in red; negative trends are italicized in blue. A full set of these maps is made
available on our website: www.atmos.washington.edu/CloudMap/LandTrends.html
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Figure 7. Seasonal and annual average zonal trends of a) total cloud cover, b) high clouds c) middle
clouds (As, Ac, Ns) , and d) low clouds (fog, Sc, St, Cu, Cb) for 10˚ latitude bands. These are
calculated using the same method as the zonal trends in Figure 6. Zones having less than 3% land
cover are not shown.
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Figure 8. Seasonal anomaly time series for each continent. Tick marks on the horizontal-axis represent
DJF. Continental seasonal anomalies are based on seasonal station anomalies averaged within 10˚ grid
boxes, which are then averaged over the continent weighted by land fraction and box size. Interannual
variation (IAV) is the standard deviation of the time series. Trends are determined using the median of
pairwise slopes method.
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Figure 9. Total cloud cover versus latitude during DJF. Jet stream, dry-zone, and tropical regions are
shown in gray bordered by solid vertical lines. The 'center of mass' for each region is shown as the
black dashed vertical line near the middle.
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Figure 10. Yearly average latitudinal anomalies of the 'center of mass' for distributions of cloud cover
in each region. Also shown is the best-fit line, calculated using robust multilinear regression. Best-fit
lines are black or red if 95% significant and gray if not.
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Figure 11. Total cloud cover anomalies correlated with the Indian Summer Monsoon index during June,
July, August. Coefficients are shown at each station as dots, with dot-size and color relative to
correlation strength. Correlation coefficients are plotted if stations have at least 20 years of data with at
least 50 observations per year for that season.
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Figure 12. Monthly trends of total cloud cover, precipitating clouds (Ns, Cb), cumuliform clouds (Cu,
Cb), stratiform clouds (St, Sc, fog), Cumulonimbus clouds, and Nimbostratus clouds over Northern
India (20˚-28˚N, 76˚-87˚E). Trends are calculated using robust multilinear regression.
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Figure 13. Monthly trends of total cloud cover, precipitating clouds (Ns, Cb), cumuliform clouds (Cu,
Cb), stratiform clouds (St, Sc, fog), Cumulonimbus clouds, and Nimbostratus clouds over Southern
India (All stations south of 20˚N). Trends are calculated using robust multilinear regression.
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